The music continues:

Men 's rugby elect s t o sing
BY WHITNEY GLOCKNER
News Editor
The Colby men's rugby team is back in
thewnusic business. Last week the team
decided to challenge the College's opposition on the team's singing offensive songs
in the residence halls. The team appeared
before the Student Affairs Committee
(SAC) on Monday to discuss its decision,
according to Dean of Students Janice A.
Kassman. >
The team is now on probation,pending
any further complaints by students regarding singing. The College will allow the
team to sing its songs in isolated places
where no other students will be bothered,
according to Kassman.
Both the men's and women's teams
were asked to meet with the SAC after
some students complained about the offensive nature of the songs the teamssang.
The women's team immediately decided
to stop singing the songs. The men's team
discussed the issue, but decided to continue singing, according to Kassman.

At the SAC meeting,representativesfrom
the men's team said that they felt it was part
of their first amendment right to sing their
songs, according to team captain Zak Rubin
'94. Rubin likened the singing to listening to
controversial music from groups such as
NWA.
The team agreed to the probation parameters set by the SAC, according to Rubin.
"Basically we are just going to be careful
not to offend anyone/' said Rubin
The terms of the probation are that the
team may sing its songs in isolated places as
long as no students complain, said Kassman.
The SAC did not want to determine locations on campus that would be suitable to
sing in, and therefore left it to the team to
determine its own suitable location.
"The ball is in their court as to where they
can sing these songs that will not be offensive
to anyone," said Kassman.
The Jud icial Board's decision to clear the
team of hazing charges still stands, according
to Kassman. However, Kassman still feels
See RUGBYon pa ge 2
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Spike Lee speaks on Afro-Americans and art

Rock climbers get
off the ground
BY DAVID HOLTZMAN

Echo photo by Yuhgo Yamagucki

Colby's own f i l m director, Caleb Cooks '93 , showing Spike Lee one of his scripts
after Lee's speech on Sunda y,

BY ELIZABETH HERBERT
Aflst. News Editor

Film director Spike Lee,visibly tired,gave
a rambling speech about his life, movies, and
the African-American experience Sunday. It
was the first event in nearly-completed
Wadsworth Gymnasium since it burned in an
arson fire over a year ago.

Leementioned his recent honeymoonbefore he started speaking about his inauspicious beginnings as a fine arts student at New
York Un iversity'sTisch School of the Arts.He
told the audience not to get discouraged 3f
success does not come immediately and
shared stories about his climb up the ladder
of success.
Leetold the crowd how the cast and crew
of "She's Gotta Have It" saved soda bottles

and cans so they could buy an extra reel of
film with the redemtion money.
Lee said that as he was growing up, he
never realized the role of the director in
films, and that lm mother would often encourage him to go and see films.
"She would take me even if I didn't want
to go," said Lee.
Lee said that the public usually sees only
the success of public figures.
'There are no shortcuts," said Lee. "We
rarely see what they had to do to get to that
position. Roll up your sleeves, work hard,
and be dedicated, because there's always
somebody telling you you can't do that."
Probably the country's most prominent
black filmmaker, Lee said he was lucky to
grow up with parents with artistic backgrounds who encouraged him to dream.
Lee, who is 36, spoke from beneath a baseball cap and would not allow any photographs during his talk.
The director said that although he spent
a lot of time at the movieswhen h e was a kid,
the only black filmstar he knew was Sidney
Poitier,whosecharacter swere often too good
to be real.
"I never saw on screen a decent representation of African Americans," said Lee. He
then blasted "exploitation" movies and leveledmilder criticism at Eddie Murphy's1980s
blockbuster films.
In a questi on an d answer session, Lee
fielded questions from hopeful filmmakers
and actors and was plied with questi ons on
the types of films he would consider for
producing in the future. He also criticized
"gangster rap." It is unproductive and repetitive, but that is what the music industry
wants to sell, he said.Q

Features Editor

Next February, a rock climbing wall will
be opened in the Fieldhouse, but until then,
student climbers will continue to roam around
Waterville in search of heights to conquer.
Jen Hellman '96 , who has been trying to
organize Colby climbers, said most people
prefer to climb the railroad trestles that run
over Rices Rips Road or County Road, both
close to campus.
"There are big bricks there, with handholds," she said. She was unsure whether
climbing underneath the rail tracks is legal,
but the "people working there don't have a
problem with it yet," she said.
"It's really close, and it's safe," said
Cameron Richardson '94J. "Sometimes if a
train is coming slowly, you can hop on for a
ride to the next good climbing spot."
Climbers can also do their thing on campus in the Heights weight room, where there
rocks are glued to the wall. Unfortunately,
the rocks aren't more than body height above
the floor. Td rather go to the mountains,"
said Andy Kulmatiski '94.
Hellman said she, Richardson and others
"want to get climbers in touch with each other
to create a network. We want to keep (popular climbing areas}safe."
"It 's such a wild sport," said Hellman.
"It's a mental as well as a physical challenge.
A lot of people climb blindfolded once in a
while."
"I have to live by the consequences of
whether I make the right decision [each time]
I make a move up a wall," Richardson.
The wall in the Fieldhouse is being built
according t o plans Hellman and other students submitted to the administration, she
said. ?

Graduation speaker accepts invitation
Former President George Bush has informally accepted Colby's invitation to speak at the class of '94's
graduation, according to Jessica Matzkin '94, senior class president.
Senior class Vice-President Melissa Fraser '94 said that all of the seniors she has talked to are excited that Bush
is coming to speak. (E.HO

Career Services sponsors information fair
Are you considering attending graduate school? Don't know what you re doing after graduation? Why not
head down to the Graduate and Professional School Information Fair, sponsored by Career Services, on
Wednesday, Oct. 27 from 4:30 p.m. to 7 p.m. in the Page Commons Room of the Student Center.
Admission representatives from approximatel y 55institutions will be on hand to distribute literature,answer
questions, and provide information to ind ividuals who are considering continuing their education in a variety
of fields. Arts and sciences, law, public policy, international affairs, business, medicine, and social services will
be represented.(E.H.)

Students fined for open drink and fire
Open container and open flame fines are possibly the easiest fines to avoid on the Colby campus, and yet on
a ny given weekend Safety and Security issues between two and six open container fines, according to Dean of
'
Students Mark Serdjenian.
Each charge of handling an open container of alcohol out of an authorized building carries a fine of $50, and
the student is referred to Serdjenian.
Serdjenian has also handled five open flame charges thi s year. Open flame fines are $150 each.
"Fire is a definite concern," said Serdjenian. "I thought that after last year peo ple would sto p lighting
candles."
Serdjenian feels that this is a foolish way to lose $50 -150 as the fines are so easily avoided. (W.G.)

Security happenings on the hill
A large number of visitors were on campus during Homecoming Weekend, but the campus was relativel y
quiet, according to John Frechette, director of Safety and Security.
Waterville police stopped a car on campus Saturday night carrying 14 passengers, all underage, and
summoned some with illegal possesion of alcohol by a minor. Frechette said that they were probably coming
from a party at Nudd street that the police closed down. The owner of the car was summoned on the charge of
illegal transportation of minors with alcohol .
While the Waterville police were dealing with the previous incidents, another car backed up into the
Waterville police car, which had its flashing lights on, said Frechette. The driver, not a Colby student, was
summoned for Operating Under the Influence.
"There were only a couple of scratches," said Frechette.
Safety and Security confiscated an illegal keg in a six-person suite in Woodman at 2 a.m. Sunday morning.
There were about 10 to 15 people present, said Frechette.
"It's our belief that this was the third keg," said Frechette.(E.R)

Students busted for underage drinking
The following Colby students were summoned this week on charges of illegal possession of alcohol by a
minor, according to the Central-Ma ine Morning Sentinel :
Emily A. Coppock '96, of Weston, Mass., Joanna K. Slisz '96, of Chesire, Conn., Martha J. Previte '96, of
Reading, Mass., Suzanne L. Delea '96, of Weston, Mass., and Matthew C. Mattel '95, of North Easton, Mass.
In addition , Michelle Kornhauser '97 , who was previousl y summoned for possession of marijuana , sale and
use of drug pa ra phernalia, has been cleared of all charges, according to Kornhauser. The charges were dropped
based on insufficient evidence, she said. (K.M.)
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Three literary
magazines near
completion
New Moon Rising is a feminist
publication founded last year. It is
Staff Writer
a magazine "concerned with
women's issues on the Colby camStudent artists and writers will pus,"said Co-Editor Melissa Wilcox
see their material in print soon, as '94. "It started last year in response
three different literary magazines, to issues the Colby community was
The Pequod , New Moon Rising, and raising."
The Flamingo Lawn, will soon apWilcox, along with Co-Editor
pear on campus.
Hollis Rendleman '94, encourages
The Pequod, the oldest campus everyone to submit writings. "Anyliterary magazine, is theonly publi- one, male or female, is welcome to
cation of the three that is full y submit," she said.
funded by the Student Association
New Moon Rising "reflects the
(Stu-A). Due to cooperation be- experience of women on the Colby
tween Pequod staff members and campus , including faculty and
Stu-A, the magazine has received staff/' said Wilcox. "It serves as a
enough money to produce two is- good alternative to the mainstream
sues this year. The fall issue will Colby publications."
appear on Dec. 8.
Also in its second year is The
Managing Editor Amy Darling Flamingo Lawn, a Ma ry Low Com'96 said she is excited about this mons literary magazine, edited by
year s Pequod. "It's going to be an Commons Cultural Chair Todd
absolutely phenomenal magazine," Curtis '94. The magazine is funded
she said. "The amount of energetic by Ma ry Low'scultural budget, and
people organizing it is great."
is scheduled for publication this
The Pequod prints student and weekend.
faculty fiction, poetry,and art. This
Curtis said he prefers writers to
fall, the magazine will feature ap- be Mary Low Commons residents,
proximately two stories, seven to but "I'll print anything you send
nine poems, and ten to thirteen me as long as you use your real
p ieces of art. Submissions are name."
ju dged by committees of students
"Poems, short stories, random
led by their respective editors.
thoughts, and anything else that
The editorial staff consists of falls under the title literary'" will
Darling, Fiction Editor Caleb Dolan all appear in the magazine, accord'96 , Poetry Editor Michael Daisey ing to Curtis.
'95, and Art Editor Dina PfisterCurtis- declined to explain the
Mendes '96.
unusual title, a carryover from last
The Pequod is is sponsoring the year. "It's a little trade secret," he
"Festival of the Spoken Word" on said. Q
Nov. 12 in the Coffeehouse.

BY JONATHA N CANNON

RUGBY, Continued frompage 1
that the initiation practices of the
men's rugby team are hazing.
She has asked the J-Board to
consider potential individual cases
that may require a more strict definition of hazing. The recent acquita l
of the men's rugby team on hazing

charges should not set a precedent,
said Kassman.
"We need to do a better job of
educating people on what hazing
is," said Kassman. "In parallel cases,
I will push for a hazing charge " Q
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Dana cleaning staff reminisces

Colby may r^joiK
"overla p" aid grou p

BY ALISA MASSON
Contributi ng Writer

Sandy Gilbert, an employee of
the Dana cleaning staff for seven
years, took the job here because she
wanted a job where she would be
moving around.She remembers the
time when she first started working
hereand accidentally trappeda hose
of running water into a cleaning
supply closet in Runnals.
"Everything was drenched, including me,"she said."I had to run,
soaking wet, over to Foss to wring
out all rny clothes and wait until
someone brought me dry ones. It
was in between classes too, so all
the kids were giving f me weird
looks."
It seems that it snot the cleaning
that some Colby staff members remember, but the anecdotes that
color their years at the College.
In another embarrassing incident,Gilbert accidentally setoff the
fire alarm in a residence hall while
a summer doctors' convention was
in progress at Colby. "1 felt so bad
having to explain to all these doctors standing around in towels,because they werein the shower, that
it was only an accident and not to
worry," Gilbert said.
Wanita Bilodea u came here
seven years ago when Diamond
International in Oakland,where she
had been for seventeen years,closed

I
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Echophotoby Kxrsten Eckard
Wanita Bilodeau kills germsin a Dana kitchenette.
down. She didn't have too many
embarrassing or horrible stories to
share. However, she did remember
one time after a weekend a couple
of years ago, when "some kids had
taken a whole roll of toilet paper,
put it in the bathtub, then urinated
on it." Another thing she doesn't
particularly enjoy is "dealing with
a lot of vomit."
When it comes to interacting
with the students, Gilbert said the
only problem she has had happened
while she was cleaning the men's
bathrooms. "Sometimes the guys

just come in and use the toilet without shutting the stall door! I tell
them to ask me to leave if they want
me to,but it doesn't bother them. It
bothers me, though!" Gilbert said .
Neither Bilodeau nor Gilbert
could think of any bad experiences
that they've had at Colby. "We enjoy the kids, but if something better
came along, I'd take it," Bilodeau
said. Gilbert plans to work for a few
more years, then retire earl y. "For
now, I' m getting my son's education out of it," Gilbert said.Q

Freshman ha zing with beenies and name tags
-BY ALISA MASSON

Freshman Hazing usually lasted
until the sophomore class president
was captured by the freshmen for
48 hours or until the freshmen won
a rope pull across Johnson Pond .
How ever,in 1949, tne hazing ended
early, on Oct. 4, because sophomores violated the hazing rules by
invading a first-year residencehall
with intent to kidnap. ?

included no talking to members of
the opposite sex, carry i ng
upperclassmens' books and singing the Colby song upon request.
Offenders were tried in the Foss
Hall courtroom and punished accordingly. Freshmen wereonly safe
from upp erc las smen s'dictatorshi p
in Roberts Union and in the firstyear residence halls.

Staff Writer

At 7 a.m. on Sept. 30, 1949, the
annual ritual of "Freshman Hazing " began aga in , according to The
Echo.

Traditional rules required firstyears to wear green beanies and
name tags at all times. Other laws
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Hazing wasn't always a four-letter word
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she said.
Theprocessbenefitedthecot i .
leges as vcell as t he stu den ts by
ensuring that students were not
"bidding" colleges for more fi^
na uda£ aid,accord ing toSmyth.
"We wanted students to
choose a college without regard
to money/' Mid Smyth,
The Pentagonal group de*
<Mnd not to meet becauseof the
pending sui t, according to
Smyth. The group believes thai
they did no wrong,shesaid.
"We stopped on it ou advice
of attorneys,^ aaid Smyth. "It
would havean tagonteedthejuafice ft eparlrtent/'
"Weneveragreedthatwehad
doneany thingwrong,*said Robert McArfhur, dean of faculty *
The group had nothing to do
with tuition or price-fixing,he
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Colby comes out of the closet

Homecoming f un

BY LINCOLN FARR
Staff Writer

IheBridgeissponsoring "Coming Out Week" on campus this
week,and has planned a numberof
events. NationalComingOut Week
waslast week,but dueto FallBreak,
the Bridge postponed the activities
at Colby.
'it's really a good opportunity
for gays and lesbians at Colby to
feel comfortable about coming out
of thecloset/'said PiersonBourquin
94.
On Monday eveningthe Bridge
sponsored two gay and lesbianthemedfilms,"TorchSong Trilogy"
and "LongtimeCompanion,"in the
Student Center. There was a gay
student panel discussion on Tuesday,and Wednesdayevening there
was a joint meeting with the
Women'sGroup in RunnalsUnion.
The comedienne Georgia
Ragsdale will perform tonight in
the Student Center at 8 p.m.
Statistically gays and lesbians
make up about ten percent of the
general population, and here at
Colby there are maybe less than a
dozen of us who are publicly out of
the closet," said Bourquin. "The
message we want to send is that
people nolonger have to livein fear
and believe they are alone,because
they're not."
A van to Lewiston will be leav-

Ecfto photoby LaurenVitrano

PiersonBourquin 9
' 4 distribut es inf o r m a t i ofnr o mthe Bridge
table in the Student Center.
mg from Colby on Saturday to dem- Lewiston to help make sure sure
onstrate against a proposal to ex- sexual orientation is not excluded
clude sexual orientation from the from the civil rights code/' said
city's human rights code. An orga- Bourquin.
nizationcalledCitizensof Lewiston
TheBridge,whichhasaboutone
for the Repeal of Special Homo- hundred and twenty members,
sexual Rights collected enough sig- holds four meetingsmonthly. The
natures to get the repeal question first and third meetings of every
on the Nov. 2 ballot. The Bridge month are support meetings. The
will be urging the citizens of second and fourth-meetings of evLewiston to vote "no"on the repeal ery month areeducational and are
question.
open to everybody.
The final event of Coming Out
"It'san opportunity for us to get
Week is a "Semi-Moral Dance" on together to talk about what It's like
Saturday in the Heights Commu- to be gay lesbian,or bisexual,"said
nity Room at 8 p.m.
Bourquin. "It's a way for us to bea
"Allof themoney wetakeinthis community and to support each
week will go to Equal Protection other."Q

Echo photo by lauren Vitrano

Megan Campbell 9
' 4 tops off a pyramidof seniors
during half time of the Amherst football ' game.
Pyramid building was an event in Saturday's Class
Struggle.

SENIORS!!! .
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Syracuse University
Division of International Programs Abroad
119 Euclid Avenue
Syracuse , New York 13244-4170
1.800-235-3472

Goals:

it Responsive Governm ent at
Reasonable Pri ce
* Bring Stability to City Hall
* Checks & Balanc es
* Prioritize Mana gement of
Services & Funds
* Leadership with Action
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* Season Passes

* Lift Tickets
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hires,hence the mannequin.The
Echo, in running a cartoon such as
^^^^^^^^^^^^n^^^^p that,
without any comment from
Vernon,condonestheideathatmen
l^^^^^^^^^^
i^^^ l^^^
Ww^m^M$M^^^^MW^MM$:-gather to discuss the quickest way
i^^^ ^p^^^^^ S^^^ !^^^^
to get a woman undressed.
The Echo has a responsibility to
l^^^^^^^^^^
p^^^pi
random
li^i^i^^^^P^^^^^^^i distinguishandbetween
wellintelligent,
thoughts
l^^^^^^i^^^^^^^^^
thought out ideas that can be explained and defended. Readers,too
iP^i^i^^^Pilili^^^^^ l have a responsibility to realize that
the views presented in the Echo are
individual ideas.Obviously,not all
editors agree with what the articles
and cartoons have to say.
The line between meaningful
ideasand randomthoughtsisfuzzy.
Every person has a different tolerance level for offensive ideas. The
roleof the newspaper is not to second-guess its readers to decide if
they would agree or not.
FOOD WITH A FLAVOR!
The Echo, like any newspaper,
must uphold certain standards. By
Breakfast • Lunch
printingVernon's cartoon,the Echo
Daily Specials
stepped over the line marking ethical journalism. It does hot entirely
•Homema de Sou ps
reflect the judgement of the editors,
•Fresh Ground Coffee
for they are real people and the
•Bakery & Gourme t Desserts
quest to present a variety of intelli•Cakes for all Occas ions
gent ideas is not often easy.
•Custom Catering for Wedding
However, a cartoon such as
Parties & Rehersal Dinners
m
Vernon's
"Men's Group" reflected
m
i i n i i i' H M SF * BmU
not only on him but on the Echo in
~&S
c
general, and the lack of thought
* r^*£ ^TH
-^ X ~X
behind it gives the false impression
the newspaper agreeswith and
45 Main St.Waterville, ME that
condones the lack of intelligence
872-8748
Vernon displayed in his cartoonO
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For example, an RA wants to
report a quiet hours violation.Prior
GUIDELINES
to administering the violation, the
continued f r ompage 10 RA admitted to sitting in his room
while his roommate smokes pot.
screening process who are not While the RA has not used the marijuana,he has both condoned its use
ready for the position.
Another problem lies at the top as a member of the hall staff and is
rung of the ladder — McPhetres. In affected by the drug's secondhand
her attempt to root out the little smoke. The RA then tries to deal
problems of dorm life, she has with the quiet hours violation but
passed over larger inadequacies. can not do so in a manner appropriWhile tightening her noose around ate for a member of hall staff.
The outcome: the violators of
residence hall life, she has failed to
see the weaknesses of some RAs the quiet hours are threatened with
and HRs. She has unknowingly a Judicial Board hearing, but the
formed a double standard that al- derelict RA is still an acting memlows dishonest HRs and RAs to get ber of hall staff and receives no
off scot-free on violations that they punishment even though he was
grossly negligent in his duties as an
commit.
RA.

In order to eradicate these problems, the rules need be tightened
up. Students and hall staff should
be given a list of do's and don'ts of
residence hall life, no matter how
absurd that may sound. Also, it is
imperative that the screening process that elects HRs and RAs be
tightened to weed out those who
are not capable.
If McPhetres is serious about
improving dorm life, she will take
an objective look at the operation
she runs and make some changes.
Instead of approaching dorm life
from an enforcer's point of view,
she should look at it from the angle
of the average student. Colby will
be a much happier place for it if she
does. ?
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Thursday, October 28, 1993
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Letters
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How low can Echo standards go?

foundedin 1877

LAURA PAVLENKO , Editor-huOtief
JOSH LTJTTON, Managing Editor
aNA WERTHEIM , Wioto Editor
YUHGO YAMAGUCtU,PhotoEditor
J ON BLAVr BusinessMana ger
MARC RUBIN , Ad Mana ger
A M *CLAPP, Ad Representa tioe
CARINNSCHURMAN , Ad layout
ANDYVERNON, Staff Cartoonist
DAVE MKCLEAYJ aj/ outAssistant
DANIEL DHTCH , Layout Assistant
CHRISTINE DASH, Production
Manager
CHRIS L0HMAN, Subscrip tions
Marwger

WHITNEY GLOCKNER , N«os Editor
,A&EEditer
AMYKEM
HEATHER LOGAN, A&E Editor
HANNAH BEECH, Op inions Editor
CHRIS DAVENPORT, Sports Editor
DAVID HOLTZMAN, Features Editor
REBBECA HAMILTON , Lay outEditor
ELIZABETH HERBERT , AsstNews Mtor
J AC COYNE, Asst.Sports Editor
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TheColbyEchois a weekly newspap er published by the students of Colby College on
Thursday of each week, the College is in session.
The Echo encourages lett ers from its readers , especially those within the immediate
communi ty. Letters should not exceed 400 words and must pertain to a top ic per taining
to curren t issues at Colby. Letters are due by 8 pj n. Monday for publicati on the same
week. Letters should be typed and must be signed and include an address or phone
number. If possible, please also submit letters on a 3.5 inch Macintosh disk in Microsoft
Word forma t.
The Echoreserves the right to edit all submissions.
The Editorials , below, are the official opinion of the paper. Opinions expresse d in
individual columns, adver tisin g and features are those of the author , not the Echo.
The Echo will make every effort possible to prevent inaccuracy, bu t will not be held
responsible for errors in adver tisements or ar ticles.
For informa tion on advertising rates, publica tion da tes, or to contact us about
submitting an article , please call (207) 872-3349(x3349at Colby).

Come out , come out ,
MI^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^ B

It is well known that the admission standards for a prospectus [sic] student applying to Colby College are
very high. Unfortunately,evenwith these stringent selectionmeasuresa few studentswith extremely low levels
of intelligence and maturityareadmitted tothecollege. For obvfous reasons^^these intellectualchildren find their
wayto the Colby Echo,wheretheir pathetic and imbecilicattempts of j ournalismand cerebral exerciseare given
an outlet.
/
The Colby Echo,like any good tabloid,does a superb job of reportingsports,social events, and anything else
wherenothing morethan the mere repetitionof facts is required.However,whenthe attempt ismadeby an Echo
staff writer to makethe intellectual leap from a mimicking puppet to a criticaljournalistthe results often end in
a pitiful failure.
This letter was spurned [sic] by a featured cartoon in the October 7th issue of the Echodepicting the Men's
Group as an "educational" stag party for sexually immature males. This "satire"showsa tremendousamount
of audacity by the Echo. I am a sure (sic] that the cartoonist envisioned a "witty chuckle" by the students in
reactionto his work. Regardless of the.organizational problemsthe Men's Group is currently experiencing,the
cartoonist and the editorscrossed the line between"wit"and slanderous misrepresentation. The cartoon further
marginalizesa group of people on campus because of the ignorance disseminated by the Echo.I am not falling
behind the banner of Political Correctnessbut merely stating that the cartoon lacked in good taste and any
evidenceof thought. It was just plain stupid, not to mention offensive, and should have never been printed.
The student community is small at Colby and it is very easy for an individual and a group to feel alienated
by the actions of others;especiallythose of the Echo.Therefore,no excusecan explain the consistentimmaturity
shown by the articles and editorials the Echo has produced over the years. This is not an attack on a writer's
freedomof expression but merely a commentary on the journalistic skills, Or the lack of them,exhibited by the
Echo.lf the paperclaimsto be the "voiceof Colby"then it's editors and writersshould set a standard of maturity
and excellence which reflects the qualities embodied by the rest of the Colby community.Granted, the Echo has
attempted to deal with important issues on campus such as those dealing with "Tolerance" and "Religious
Symbols." But, the ineptitude of the writers have repeatedly trivialized and dehumanized their importance.
A final word of advice for the Echo would be to start reading a real paper like the NewYorkTimes and not the
NationalEnquirerfor examples of Pulitzer Prize winning journalism. As the student newspaper,the Colby Echo
should be a unifying force on campus and not the sourcefor embarrassment and campus division. Get your act
together Echo or calllt quits so that more funds can be made available for superior student publications like the
Pe quod and NewMoon Rising.
Matthew Belson '94J
Editors ' Note: thepiecessubmittedto the Opinions p- a g ereflect the opinionsof the contributor,not the Echo staff. We
admit that Andy Vernon 's name zoosnot prom inentlydisp layedon his cartoon. We haverectified that this week.
The Echo receivesno financialassistance from the College.Shutting the Echo down would, theref ore, not f r e e any
funds. '

^^BlflH^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^P
H^^^^^^^B^^^^^^^^^^HSi^KI Political Inf erno valuable forum, but insensitive
HHI^^^^^^^^SI^HSii^^SiH^^^B Andy Vernon's series of political cartoons,"Political Inferno," could bean excellent location for an ongoing
S^H^^^^^^^^^^^H^SBfl^^^S politicaldebate.It could be an opportunity to remind thosein power that they^rebeing watched,that they must
^^
IP^^^WiflHIi^^Mil^^HH^^SIM^^^^^K
be held accountable for their actions. Instead, Vernon has chosen cheap laughs over constructive controversial
Ri^Si^K^^^^H^^^^H^^HiiM^SB
^^
S^H^^^H^^^Hi^^^^^^^^S^^^ BC critique.
Vernon is a talented artist. Unfortunately,his art far too often comes at the expense of too much
IMiMHilBIM^Bi^^^BB^BK^B^^B andObviously,
too
many.
It
for him to poke fun at those that are alreadyat odds with the majority. It is too easy,
iMSMi^BIHM^H^^^^tt^BM^^KlS^^KS with his supportisoftootheeasy
mainstream, that are opposed to the status quo.
SI^K^^^^MM^^^^RSI^Ktli^KiiBiiHKI
"Going against the grain," as Dr. Cornel West termed it in his lecture two Thursdays ago, is an unpopular
tiiiliii ^

course of action, not to mention a painful one. Vernon's criticism is more than welcome, it is encouraged. That
X^ ^^^^ ^^^ MM ^MMM ^^X^M
is if^^.
, however, it is constructiveas opposed to destructive. It's a cheap shot to picture tfce first female Stu-A
president and her female vice-president as willing to do anything (including opening a kissing booth) to make
money for Stu-A. A constructivecritique of her actions, like last year'sdepiction of Bill Higgins'(Stu-A president
'93) Project Inward, is valuable,an insult to both Marinel Mateo's and Bonnie Johnson's integrity is senseless.
The Men'sGroup comic of last week's Echo,in particularfans the flames of distrust betweenmen and women.
j^^^^l^^^^i^^^^l^y^^^^^^lil^iy^^l^^^n^^^^ll^^^^^^li It supports the misguided stereotype of men's ulterior motives (they love that sensitive shit) . Believing/
supporting/ being subjected to these kinds of messages further isolates us from each other. Consequently, it all
iil ili ^
^
becomes some kind of divisive us vs. them battle as opposed to a collective struggle of a community attempting
inS Comi ng Our Wcek,
.o 9uppo/SJ>-S andie 8bi an6 i;ol0nly dur
to interrelate.
Challenging the norm,questioning the collectivelyendorsed, should be applauded for the courage that it no
doubt takes in which to engage, or, at the very least, justly critiqued, not ridiculed.
'
^^^MMiM ^^^^^^^^^^
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Administration
only meddlingwithrugbynow, but youllbe next

i ¦•

The Rugby Team was recently sent before J-Board on charges of hazing, and was found not guilty, Dean
Kassman was not pleased with this resultand sent a letter to the J-Board expressing her discontent. She felt that

'^^i^^s^^^^
our actions
KSf ^^^^ m ^^ ^ ^^^
^^ were
^ in fact hazing and that there is a misunderstanding in the Colby community as to what hazing
is. She
^m
^iwas willing to accept the not guilty verdict with a provision that this decision would not be a
^^ ^^S ^^^ KMsm^ ^ ^^^ KSl ^M^^actually
^m^^^ ^^^^ ^K^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^K
^ ^See
^LETTERS on p a g e12
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Echo Letters - and Opinions Policy

Ikt Echo encourages letters from its reader *,especially those within the immediate
communitv.letters shoiildiiotexceed400 wor dsar id must perta in to a tap lcpertaiiiitt &
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The Mtorials , left, are the official Opinion of the pap er, ppinf(>hs expressed in
auttiot ,not the Echo. >
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Dra wing the line on the Opinions page:
def in ing what is f i t to pr int
BY ELIZABETH HERBERT
Asst. News Editor

Andy Vernon 's cartoon about the former
Men's Grou p was demoralizin g,degrading,
and should have never run an the Echo. He
did not present and defend an intelligent
point, but instead drew a factuall y incorr ect,
immature arid sexist cartoon.
"- .Although the Echo tries to represent all
viewsfairly, the car foon washot intelligent.
Rath er,it wasaninsensitive and misinformed
depiction that would have been better left to
the privacy of his thoug hts. The Echocannot
and should not print demeanin g, thoughtless opinion pieces that do not present intelligent points of view.
The role of a campus newspaper is not
easy to play. The Echo reflects various opinions, not all of which agree. The newspaper
does not speak for one group. Instead , it tries
to present a conglomerate of views so that
peoplecan decide for themselves where they
stand .
Articles in the Echomight challenge and
offend readers,but anewspaper cannot buffer
them.Studentsareatcoliegetobechallenged.
Those whoare threatened byintelligentpieces
appearing in the Echoshould direct criticism
toward the idea and the author , but not the
Echo.
It isa newspap er'sjob to present the facts,
whether they are upsetting or not. Reporters
and editorsdo not decide to withhold certain
facts because they think that they might offend1 certain= people. Editors are not here to
play parents—our readers should think for
themselves and direct their ener gy into productive channels.
However, the Echo has a responsibility to
uphold certain journalistic standards. The
Echo should not give voice to random ideas
that condemn certain grou pswithout the use
of truth and fact as did Vernon 's cartoon. By
runn ing a cartoon that not only portrayed ah
incorrect view of the ideas behind the former
Men's Grou p, but also was demeaning towards women, the Echo condoned the immature idea that Vernon illustrated. The Echo
*should not be a personal forum for irres ponsible points of view. The newspa per should
certainly not let a person present controversial, demeaning ideas without backing them
up intelligently.
A cartoon is different than an editorial.
While a cartoon can suggest certain in-depth

opinions, most do not have the opportunity
to do so and certainly do not do sohalf as well
as a full-length artic le.Articles provide space
to expound on and prov ean idea. The lack of
depth in a one frame cartoon might make the
cartoonist feelthat he or she is not accountable for his or her views.
Not only did Vernon not back up his
opinion, his cartoon was a misrepresentation
of the Men 's Group. If he had gone to any of
the meetings or talked to the members , he
would have found out that it was a group of
men and women who metto talk about men's
roles in society today and to pr ovide a forum
to discuss related issues. His cartoon could
not. have been further from the truth.
He also prese nted a degrading image of
women: that the only thing worth discussing
ishow to unhook their bra straps. Women are
pr esented as one-dimensional , silent crease POINT ori pa#?7

LIFES A BEE CH

By Hannah Beech
Noticemeheadingofthispage .It 's"OPINIONS." An opinion is what you think and
what I think. Sometimes they are not the
same—probablymostofthe time they aren 't.
But each of us, whether our opinions are
politically mainstream or not, has the right to
submit an article to the Opinions section.
Whether it's anEcfco article , cartoon , or
top-ten list, the Opinions section is open to
your thoughts. The Opinions page reflects
thediverseop inions of Colby students. If you
disagree with someth ing, write back. That' s
what the Letters page is for.
Many people have violently disagreed
with pieces that I've written. Those people
have responded with letters to the editor ,
and I hope the mail keeps on coming. It
shows that the campus is involved and cares
about what 'sgoing on and what others thinks
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However, take issue with the author of
the opinion, not the Echo. What comes out of
my brain and splatters on the Opinions page
is my opinion and mine alone. The Echo staff
doesn't have anything to do with opinion
submissions, save editin g for grammar and
clarity.
That 's all fine and dand y until something
thatmany find offensivea ppearsin theO pinions section. Suddenl y, some people don't
seeJ oe Colby's byline on the editorial. They
seethe giant Echomasthead and assume that
all at the Echoagreewith the offensive article.
That doesn't make any sense.
When the Wall StreetJ ournal publishes an
article by David Duke in its editorials section,
it doesn't mean that every staffmember at the
J ournal agrees with the ex-Klansman 's viewpoint.
Last week the Echo printed a cartoon by
Andy Vernon in the Opinions section that
many found offensive. The cartoon could be
construed as degrading to both the Men's
Grou p and women. The decision to print the
cartoon was not made without deliber ation.
It was finally printed , however, because
Vernon has the right to expre ss himselfpublicly.
Some argue that there is a fundamental
difference between articles and cartoons that
makes it necessary to censor cartoons more
carefully. Articles have the chance to backup
their arguments with words, they say. A
cartoon can only state so much within an
image. The physical limits of a cartoon give it
a chance only to parody and attack without
.
backing itself up.
77
That does not excuse Vernon or anyother
cartoonist from takin g responsibility for his
or her opinion expressed in a cartoon. But,
like a writer , Vernon does have the right to
express himself.
The Colby Echo is the voice of the students
at Colby College, and it's one of the few
public outlets for people's opinions. The
Responsehasn 't responded at all this year; the
Echo, for better or for worse, grinds out each
week.
So, at Colby College, one major forum for
public debate is the Echo. The Editorial page
reflects the various opinions stewing within
the Colby meltin g pot. We might not like,
some of the opinions in it,but that 'sno r eason
to stop printing. To censor the page because
someone might be offended would be a cop
out.Q

If you could invent any course at Colby what would it be?
Vicki Ferrini '95
"M y id eal class would beone
that 's at Colb y already , Quaternary Paleoecology—only with
more lab time."

M ichael Murphy '95

"Underw ater Basket Weaving 101."

J onathan Thomas *94

"My dream class would be

'No Class,' because t hen I could
hang out all day."
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Heather MacDougall 97
"A Child Development class
where you can observe arid interact with children would be great. "

i^i^i
"
"

Brent Felker '96

"My dream class would have

to be Romantic Comedies 101."

1

Opinions
LETTERS continued f r ompage 8
precedent, and that future actions of this nature would be considered
hazing.
In all honesty this year's initiation for the Rugby Team was the tamest,
mildest, and in my opinion, the lamest initiation I have seen in my 5
seasons of rugby. Relative to other sports and groups at Colby it would
also be considered very mild. The actions which became an issue were
putting women's panties on rookies' heads and shaving rookies' heads.
All activities during the initiation were completely voluntary and that
was made very clearto all participants. Not all rookies shaved their heads
nor did they all wear panties on their heads.
I do not consider this hazing, nor would it be considered hazing
according to Maine State Law because it did not "endanger the mental or
physical health of a student." So why are the deans so upset?
The answer lies in the Student Handbook, page 54, where in addition
to the Maine State LawColby says, "A t Colby, hazing is further defined as
any action...to produce mental or physical discomfort, embarrassment,
harassment, or ridicule." Then they go on to list many activities which
should be considered hazing such as "engaging in public stunts or
buffoonery."
According to this definition there isn't much that we do at Colby that
wouldn't be considered hazing. Until now there hasn't been a problem
with this definition because it has never been an issue. This definition is
so broad that the administration could conceivably cancel every team's
season due to a hazing violation. J-Board found our actions not to be
hazing and hopefully that will clear us, but I fear for future seasons of
rugby and all other sp>orts at Colby.
Deans Kassman and McPhetres made it very clear that this type of
"embarrassing" behavior would not be tolerated in the Colby community. Dean Kassman went on to suggest that perhaps if a team is going to
initiate their new members then they should turn in a list of planned
activities to either her or the Athletic Department for ap proval...please.
On page 53 of the Handbook it states that, "...the College treats
students as adults who are responsible for their own affairs." Turning in
a planned activities sheet is treating us as adults?
Why does Colby see the need to further define hazing when there
already exists a law? It seems to me that is is a double standard that we
could be hazing according to Colby but not according to State Law. I for
one don't want to sit and watch as an elitist group of power-hungry deans
dictate our actions as they see fit and punish us whenever they choose to.
1 can see their desire to protect the well-being of students but there must
be a limit to their power.
Many of you who read this wli probably la ugh a n d think tha t the
Rugby Team is a bunch of idiots anyway so who cares what happens to
them. I don't think you'll be laug hing when y our season is cancell ed
because your rookies ran naked through the Spa or had to come back with
hickeys on their necks. The point being that we can't sit back and let the
administration mani pulate our lives like they do. Do something before
you become the one they make an example of.

Fm a bigot , you're a bigot
BY JOSH LUTTON
Managing Editor
it is 1993 and this country is still

plag ued by discrimination. Much

of the discrimination that remains,
however, is a direct result of unintentional and unconscious biases
that everyoneholdsbut cannot recognize because the vocabulary with
which to talk and think about it
does not exist.
Today's discrimination problem is you, it is me, and it is everyone else who grew up in this society, not just white supremacists or
overt sexists.
Let me describe a scene.
Driving home across town from
a fri end's house, you realize that
you really need gas. It's not the
best neighborhood, but how bad
can it be right off the interstate?
You pull off at the next exit ramp to
find the nearest gas station. It turns
out to be a bit fa rth er .thaft you
thought. You can't see the entrance
to t h e highway. You pay first, then
pump some gas. Just as you are
about to get back in your car, a
group of male youths steps in front
of you. They don't look like the
Young Republicans. Uh oh, you
think...
Did you visualize these youths
as black?

So what if I do, you say. Most
poor urban neighborhoods are inhabited mostly by minorities. True,
but generalizations are insidious.
Take this generalization one more
step and realize that when your
non-white classmates walk around
Boston,they will besubconsciously
associated with violent crime by
many of the people around them.
In short, many African and Hispanic-Americans have to prove —
and they shouldn't have to—something that most of us take for
granted . They have to prove they
are not criminals. Theyalsohave to
prove, as do women in some cases,
that their skills and talents are responsible for their positions in
academia or corporat e America, not
an affirmative action law.
In a recent article in the Boston
Globe, a former professor of law at
Harvard talked about what kind of
discrimination shethoughtdoomed
her tenure bid. She did not feel that
all the powers-that-be were overt
bigots. Since they were generally
older men, they were uncomfortable enough with the idea of an
aggressive, career-oriented woman
that they unconsciously ti pped the
scales against her.
Discrimination that is not conscious is still wrong, and it is still
discrimination, but the terms "rac-

ist"and "sexist"connote hard-core
bigots, which most of us are not.
Thus, when someone calls us a racist or sexist, we deny it.
"Oh no, not me," we say. "I
even have black friends."
But our image of a criminal is
usually a black. Our image of a
corporate executive is not a woman.
Until we realize that we hold these
subconscious biases, we will fail to
reach America's goal of liberty for
all.
When we say that we are not
"racist" or "sexist" we feel that we
are exonerated from further examination, but we need to go deeper.
Because we are products of this
society, we need to be consciously
aware of situations where we might
unconsciously discriminate.
Because our vocabulary does
not make the distinction between
conscious and unconscious discrimination, we find it difficult to
talk or think about either. Perhaps
"discriminator" would work instead of "sexist" or "racist."
This is no call for political correctness. I do not advocate banning the use of words or creating
touchy-feeling words that make
everyone feel good. Rather, this is
a call for words that hel p us describe, think about, and ultimately
solve an extremely delicate and
complicated issue.Q
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Alumni reminisces on South Africa

I am writing to you regarding David Holtzman's article about Cecily
Finley's experience in South Africa.
Mr. Holtzman begins in error by saying "the first Colby student to
ever stud y in South Africa, Cicely ..."
I certainly understand what he might have meant but she is not the
only Colby person to study in South Africa. I have a B.A. from Colby 71
and a M.S. '81 with distinction from the University of Natal in
Pietermaritzburg, South Africa.
A classmateof mine, Harry Dickerson, completed his veterinary
degree at a prestigious South African University in the late 1970s.
In fact, one of my graduate school sponsors is a South Africaneducated professor who tau ght at Colby, so Colby has, I think, many ties
to the situation in South Africa .
When I was in South Africa , Steve Biko had just died and a meeting
with Zinzi Mandela on campus was banned. I can't begin to describe my
experience in a short letter — I'll just end with one story:
When Ann Williamson 71 sent me a photograph of her communal
house in Burlington , Vermont , I showed the photo to my work associate,
a bright , educated Afrikaans daughter of a mine manager .
Rina spoke excellent English but she had to ask me, "Nancy, see that
T-shirt? I can read this — I know what the words say, BUT WHAT DOES
IT MEAN ?"
The T-shirt worn by one of Ann's politically active roommates said
"QUESTION AUTHORITY!"
Nancy Austin 71

Thanks to all for speaker help

We, t he Senior Class Offi cers, would like to thank everyone for their
ideas and opinions concerning the Commencement Speaker selection.
We have t ak en n ot e of t he ^comments and will pass them onto the
underclass officers. We are excited for upcoming senior events and hope
to make our last year at Colby memorable for all.
Thank You.
J essica Matzkin '94
Al icia Hidal go '94

Mel issa Fras ier '94
Terry Median '94
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McPhetres needs help with hallstaff
BY JAC COYNE

Asst. Sports Editor
The position of head residen t
(HR ) or resident assistant (RA) is
veryimportant ,andtheselectionof
HRs an d RAs has ram ificati ons for
all individuals who live on campus.
Th e HR s and RAs are r esp ons ib le
for keeping dorm life equitable and
livable for students.However , when
the position is abused , or t he scope
of that power is misconstrue d, the
consequences are serious.

Dean of Housin g J oyce to fire regulati ons." To responsible
McPhetres has tried to set up a sys- HRs and RAs , common sense protem in which every student is pro- vides a reasonable idea of what convided wi th best living environment. stitutes too many people and broBut, she ha s pursue d t his goal by ken fire regula tions.
allow ing HR s and RAs a tremenMcPhe t res, however , has placed
dous amount of leeway in their in- the authorit y position of HR and
terpretation of the Hall Contract , RA in the hands of some students
whi ch has resul t ed in in con sist en t who ar e not responsible for the poenforcem ent in residence halls.
sition. Thankfull y, most of the indiFor example , the definition of a viduals who are chosen t o do hall
"par ty" Is noticeably lacking. The staff are competent. However , some
only thing close to a definition in RAs and HRs sl i p t hrough t he
the hall contract is "too many people
in attendance " or "non-adherence See GUIDELINES on page 7

Artsand Entertainment

J.B. disappoint s as student production

bling a circus tent, complete with duction of J .B.was good presenting
round,colorful platforms. Although some very talented actresses and
BY ZAHBD CHAUDHARY
StaffWriter
J .B. is based on Biblical narrative, actors.
the costumes for this production
The production was well cast,
Director Scott W. Cole '95 and were contemporary. Some charac- with exceptional performances by
Powder and Wig kicked off Strider ters were clad in tee shirts, camou- Porter,who playedSarah with great
theater'sfirst student production of flage, and ripped jeans.
elegance and emotion. Thompson,
Although/.B.wasa very power- Lord, and Brent Felker '96 ( "Mr.
the year last week with J .B.,a play
ful drama,at times it was difficult to Nickles / Satan") also gave excepby Archibald MacLeish.
The play is a moving and pro- followtheconversationsand scenes. tional performances.
vocative story based on the book of A few contained such an overload
Thompson, however,seemed to
Job from the Old Testament. It is a of potent and cryptic lines that the have trouble developing his role in
powerful portrait of Job's struggle audience's general reaction to the the first act. The moving, provocawith suffering and faith.
tive scenes of the second
As a Colby production,
act gave him a chance to
however,it was the talent of
unleash his talents.
some of the leading actors
"It wasnot a rolethat fit
"It was not a role that f it my
and actresses that held the
my character," said ThThom
pson.
said
character
/
'
viewers interest.
ompson."J©b is more reliThe play has two central
gious than I'll ever be. I
"Job is more religious than Til
themes: faith and evil. Its
couldn't feel what Job had
ever be. I couldn't feel what
message stresses hope and
to feel."
an affirmation of the power
Lord, whcuplayed Ms.
"
feel.
Job
had
to
of faith. Cole said he chose to
Zuss (God), admitted that
because
of
this.
direct J.B.
her role was a challenge. "I
"Looking at the world
am used to playing the role
and Colby students...[I see that] dialogue was one of puzzlement of a submissive little wife or frivopeoplehavenofaith anymore,"said and confusion rather than cathar- lous girl," she said. "In this play I
Cole. "If you don't have faith, life is sis.
had to have command. It was diffiThe actors delivered their lines cult [for me] to act powerful."
pretty much worthless."
However, Jesse Thompson '96, rapidly, with very little pause. It
Brent Felker, on the other hand ,
full
meanwho p layed the maincharacter,J.B., was difficult to grasp the
said he had "no problem Iplaying
said that the play was "too old- ing of thelines. Sometimesspeeches Mr. Nicklesl."
fashioned" .and does not translate or actions seemed hopelessly esoTechnically,the production was
teric and ambiguous. In addition , successful. The thundering voiceof
well into a modern production.
The play recounts the seemingly some actors were obviously going God and the colored spotlights creunjustified hardships of the main through the motions of their lines ated simple, yet interesting effects.
characterJ.B.^rJob.Inthefirstact, without any feeling or depth.
"This is not a tech-heavy show.
Perhaps the play itself was an There aren't a lot of sound and ligh t
J.B/s children die by various sordid
Kiminappropriate
choice for a student cue s," said Julie Gerry '96, stage
means. His wife (played by
berl y Porter '%) leaves h i m in th e production and a young audience. manager .
The first act started off with a
"It was a piece of cake," said
second act and he is stricken with
illness.
good deal of energy but gradually Paul Fontana '%, technical direcToward the end J.B. is left alone theenergyand interestfizzled away. tor. Fontana was responsiblefor the
clinging to his faith in God (played There was a revival in the second coordination of lights,props,sound,
by Morgan Lord J 97), who eventu- act,however, which was much more set, and painting.
ally restores J.B.'s possessions and effective and less trying than the
J .B. was a stressful, yet rewardrebuilds his life.
first .
ing experience for most of the cast
Despite its flaws,the overall pro- and crew. "I had a great time doing
J. B. was staged on a set resemit," said Cole.Q

Colby's Caustic Cactus debuts
in downtown Waterville

band's first and second sets illustrate the self-reflexivity of jazz. The
first set was marked by a selection
of material which may have been
Caustic Cactus, a.k.a. the Colby too constraining for the quartet.
Jazz Quartet, made its debut
Highlights from the first set inWednesday,October 13, when the cluded standard s like Gershwin's
group performed for a packed house Summertime and Dizzy Gilles pie's
at You Know Whose Pub at the Night in Tunisia. However, the mudowntown sic sounded a bit forced and didntt
Concourse
in
Waterville.
quite flow.
ThegrouptakesthenameColby
From the opening of the second
Jazz Quartet only when perform- set the group eased into the groove
ing outside of Colby due to and proceeded to jam on a sophisticopywrite laws since Caustic Cac- cated level for the remainder of the
tus plays cover tunes, according to show.
the band. Members are: guitarist
Mirizzi acknowledged thetransDan Howe '94, Colby Band Direc- formation, saying the group was
tor Chris White on sax and flute, "tighter Iduring the second setl. We
Justin Brown '94 on drums, and had calmed down a bit," he said.
Marc Mirizzi '95, on bass.
The second set included strong
The communicationbetween the renditions of ScrappleFromthe Apple
musicians in Caustic Cactus is by Charlie Parker and Sunny
clearly the key,to their quality jazz.
The alterations between the see JAZZ on page 12
BY MARKDANTOS
Staff Writer

Echo photoby Jennifer Atwood

Alec Haavik'95, Ma rk Mirizz '95, and Justin Brown'94, of
Caustic Cactus perform at the Coffeehouse.
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BY CATHERINE PAGE
Staff Writer

The Shenandoah Shakespeare
Express, a touring group of young
actors from Virginia, is coming to
Colby. They will periorm Romeo
and J uliet on Oct. 21 and Antony and
Cleopatra on Oct. 22, both at 8 p.m..
The innovative company reinterprets Shakespeare into modern
contexts while trying to capture the
spirit of Elizabethan productions,
according to a press release.
The company has performed
from Walla Walla, Washington to
London, and on to Edinburgh for a
two-week, sold-out run at the Intern ational Fringe Festival. They also
received ravercviewsat thcFolger's
Elizabethan Stage in 1992.
The performances will be in the
Strider Theater in Runnals Union.
General Admission tickets are $3
and student and senior citizen tickets are $2. The box office is open
from 2-6 p.m. Monday through
Wednesdayduring the week of the
show, and from 2 p.m. until show
time Thursday and Friday. The box
office phone number is 872-3358. ?
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Yusef Koinunyfikn a/an Afri^an-Americm poctwhosepoems
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JAZZ, continued f r om
pag e11
Rollins' Oteo.
Original works composed by
Howe and Mirizzi were the most
impressive numbers of the concert.
Both Howe's Where and Why and
Mirizzi' s Broken Record Blues Drone
combined adept songwriting with
the emotional attachm ent that
comes from performing one's own
work.
The more expansive nature of
the second set's selections allowed
the individual talent of the players
to come forth . This was especially
evident in Brown 's solid and tactful
perc ussion and White 's melodic
solos.
Caustic Cactus has several other
performances booked for the fall.
"Once or twice a month [at You
Know Whose ! would be legitimate," said Mirizzi. Thegroup plans
to frequent the Mary Low Coffeehouse as they did last Monday night.
"[The Coffeehouse performance
was] the best music we've played
live/* said Brown. The band was
joined by saxophonist Alec Haavik ,
'93, who was here for Homecoming
weekend.
Caustic Cactus has also performed at special functions like the
Colby Trustees Meeting, a huge
success.
M irizzi said t he audience was
attent ive and very receptive to the
music. "When you dress up, the
music sounds different . Its pretty
cool/ he said.
Th is weekend , t he group is
scheduled to record a five song
demo at a local recording studio. Q
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Georgia Ragsdale , Comedienne. Commons
Room, StuPage
,
dent Center 8 p.m.

Saturda y. Oct. 23
Concert: Voice of the Turtle
Given Auditorium
8p m

Stu-A Movie:
Tte Loser
Lovejoy 100
7&9 p.m.

Semi-Moral Dance
Heights Community Room
8 °

Friday. Oct. 22
Lecture: "Constructing Mothers: Scientific Motherhood in
the Nineteenth and Twenti«
^ Centuries "
Prof. Rima D. Apple, University of Wisconsin - Madison
Lovejoy 215
4 pm
and
Drama: Antor ^ Cleopatra
PresentedbyTheShenandoah
Shakespeare Express

7&9

P.m.

Stu-A Movie:
The Lover
Lovejoy
y 100
p' m
7 & 9v
Sunday , Oct 24
Concert: A Tribe Called Quest
and de La Soul
Tickets on sale at the Stu-A
Office
Wadsworth Gymnasium
g
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de La Soul

MOVIES
Hoyt's Cinema (873-1300)
Judgement Night (R)
Beverly Hillbillies (PG)
Demolit ion M an (R)
Cbo* JR wmrng <PG)
Maiice (R)
Good Son (R)

1
^
^
^K

^
^
^
^
^
Railroad Square Cinema (873- ^
¦¦ . ¦ ¦-^^
6526>
(Mon. and Wed. nights arebar ^ ,
^
gain nights for students )
^
$
f
Into the West
Oct. 21, 7 p.m.
>
'/
It' s a Wonderf ul Lif e
Oct. 24, 10am
/
The Lif e and Times °f Allen 0
Ginsbur g
^/
October 21, 8:35 p.m.
Road Scholar
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Kansas gives Seattle a run for its
money with hard-hittin g band Paw
BY MATTHEW KALES
StaffWriter

Consider some of the popular
cultural legacies left by the state of
Kansas: "The Wizard of OZ" and
Senator Bob Dole. Kansas has not
offered any particularly hard-hitting, raw and infectious rock albums either.
The band Paw has changed all
that with thei r release Dragline,
(A&M) an angry and moving work
that in one fell swoop nullifies all
the corn jokes about Kansas.
Paw is the brainchild of two
brothers,Grant and Peter Fltch,(guitar and drums , respectively) who
together with Mark Hennessy on
vocals and Charles Bryan on bass,,
have assembled a powerful repertoire of guitar-driven songs that
immediately bite the listener in the
ear and refuse to let go until the last
echoesof feedback fade away.
Tight, dynam ic drum work is
thisband' s spine. Razor-sharp gui-

tar is its limbs. Fused together, the
combination is extremely effective,
and ensures a powerful presentation from beginning to end.
Lyrically, Dragline focuses oh A
variety of subjects, includ ing alcohol ism, fishing , and the police.

Hennessy's vocals are impressive,

if not for their range , then for their
ability to shift instantly with the
music. Growling, howling an d
whispering menacingly, Honn esy
administers thej coupdegracetoeach
song as it comes leaping out of the

speakers, ready to alternatel y caress or throttle the listener.
While virtuall y every track on
Drag/meiscapableof standing alone
as a strong, solid cut, several shine
exceptionally bri ght. The album
opener , "gasoline"disp laysboththe
band' s ferocity and its ability to inject a song with a sudden dose of
melody. Another fine tune is
"Jessie*." a haunting work about a
faithful dog that features a pedal
steel guitar alongside Grant Fitch' s
swirling distorted licks.
Paw 's only weakness has very
little to do with the band itself. The
American music industry insists on
flooding the market with a glut of
homogeneous bands cut from the
same exact mold, e.g. the long
haired , flannel wearing, Black Sabbath regurgitating groups that have
dominated the new American music scene since 1991.
It is easy to write Paw off as
another filler band in the tradition
of Stone Temple Pilots. However,
Paw is a unique and exciting band ,
one tha t I hope will continue to
produce d distinct brand of music
in the future , with the same integrity found on Dragline.
Yes they have bear ds, and yes,
they play loud and heavy, But no,
Toto, t hey 're not from Seattle.
They're from Kansas. ?
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, continued
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lower, because this other person doesn't do
anything else," said Beverage. "And so athletics may help tha t person into the mix. We
are not however going to bring in someone
just because they are an athlete. "
Recruited football players are perceived
as getting preferential treatment simply due
their athletic merits, but this perception simply an app eara nce, due to the number of
players , according to Beverage.
"I think it is a common misperception ,
not jus t at Colby, but everywhere , that just
because they are a football player it makes a
difference , but if you're a women's tennis
player or a swimmer, it doesn't make a difference. That is not true," said Bevera ge. "It
looksthat way because there are eighty guys
on the football team and frankly there is no
female counter part to the football team."
Bevera ge said he feels the pressure to

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
choose athletes that will perform at the collegelevel; but he said he is willing to make
the decisions he feels are correct for Colby
and its athletic teams.
"It 's not a perfect system and it is not
perfectly fair,certainly, " said Beverage. "The
pro cessin a highly selective school is human
beings judging human beings, and the race
gets tighter and ti ghter every year, so we
have got to make the right decisions. "Q

VOUjEYB J ^
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that time, Bennigson will be back and the
team as a whole should be at full strength ,
according to Cain.
The Mules had an impressive showing at
the NESCAC tournament a year ago, coming
in as the ninth ranked team and leaving
number five. "We sur prised a lot of people
last year," said Cain. "We won't be able to do
that this year. Our opponents will be a little
more prepared for us." Q

Devastators
of
the
Week

FRISBEE , continued from

p age 16

not use referees and all fouls and out-ofbounds calls are made by the player s,,so
honesty is an important aspect of the game.
As a club team, the ultimate frisbee squad
will become more formidable in their upcoming meets. Colby has joined the ranks ol
their rivals; Bates and Bowdoin, who both
have ultimate frisbee club sports which are
recognized by their respective athletic departments. Q

CORRECTIONS
Oct. 14: The women's soccer photo was
taken by Amy Rzeznikiewicz.
Oct. 14: Marc Small '96 was the men's
soccer leadin g scorer in his first year.
Oct. 7: Erica Moore '97 was misidentified
in the Devastators of the Week caption.
**-

Men's Cro ss Count ry
Laval University Invitational

Team Scores :

l.Mc Gill University 43
2. Sherbrooke
59
3. Colby
64
4. Laval U.
70

Individual Finishes:
1. Pat Bellet, Sherbrooke

It's too bad that Colby footba ll's
Brad Smith(above) and Co-Captain
Sean Devine (left) play on the same
team , because if they played
against each other it would be a
great offensive-defensive match-u p,
Last week Devine, who plays
defensive end, was named NESCAC
Defensive Player of the Week with
a whopping 15 tackles and two
sacks in the Mules 21-0 shutout of
Amherst Smith, a fullback , ran for
82 yards ion 17 carries, biit was also
quarterb ack Matt Mannerin g's
most sought after reciever ,
Mannering h.it Smith
seven times
¦
¦
;
/¦
for 67 yar ds.
> ;:¦ ,. ¦

2. Jean-Nichols Duvall, McGill
3. Eric J obin, Sherbrooke
4. Daniel Lemein, Sherbr ooke
5. Brian Carlson '94

Ot her Colby runners:
14. Ben Stron g '94
16. J ason Bolonga '94
20. Darrell Sofield '95
The men's cross coun t ry t eam travelled t o

Laval Universi ty in Quebec last weekend to
participate in the Laval Invitation al. The
Mules cap t ured t hird place agains t much
larger competition. All of the other schools at
the meet were lar ge Canadian universities.
Senior Brian Carlson 's time of 20:20 was the
best ti me post ed by t he Mules on t he four
mile course and good enough for fifth place.
Next week the Mules will rest in preparation for the upcomin g NESCAC meet at
Weslyan, Oc t, 30.

Colby 2 UMaine-Farmin gton 0
Colby 4 Tufts 2
Colby 3 Wheaton 2
Amherst 3 Colby 0
Colby 3 Anna Maria 0
Williams 2 Colby 1
Colby 3 Gordon 0

Men's Soccer (9-1)
Colby 1 Middlebury 0
Colby 5 Norwich 1
Colby 2 U. New England 1
Colby 3 Tufts 2
Colby 4 USouthern Maine 0
Colby l Wheaton O
Colby2UM.F. l
Colby 2 Clark 0
Colby 5 Thomas !
Amherst 1 Colby 0
Colby 5, Gordon 1
Women's Soccer (64-1)
Colby 5 Elms College 0
* Middlebury 4 Colby 2
Colby 3 Norwich O
Colby 2 Tufts 2
Colby 8 Thomas 0
Colby2Wheaton O
Cplby 1 Amherst 0
l^doiri3Colb y2
Clark 1 Colby 0 ,
Plymouth St. 4 Colby 0
Colby 4 Curry 0
Volleyball (11-13)
Williams Invitational (1-3)
Williams 2 Colby 0
Wheaton2Colby O
Roger Williams 2 Colby 1
Colby 2 Roger Williams 0
Colby 3 St, J oe's 0

Women's Cross Country
Laval University Invitational
Team Scores:
1. University of McGill 8
2. Sherbrooke
23
3. Colby
30
^
4. Laval University
40
2.7 mile course
Colby runners:
4, Liz Fagan 16:25
11. Heather Hunt 17:13
15. Racheal Zierezow 17:30
17. Christine Brown 17:45
20. Rima Lathrom 18:08
Winning Time: 15:47

The women 's cross country team proved

itself international last weekend when it travelled acros s the boarder to compete in Quebec, Cana da.
Five of t he te am's seven varsi ty runners ,
includin g th ree-time All-Americ an Michelle
Severance '94, t ook t he weekend off , but the
Mules still Rnished third . McGill University, ,
the winners of the meet, are curren tly ranked
four thinCatiad ^and easily breeze dthe fteld
with runners finishin g 1-2-3-5.
But according to Coach Deb Aitken , if
Colby had been at full stren gth "we w p uld
have bea ten McGill. " Gosh Stevens)

Football shuts out Amherst at Homecomin g
BY PETER DUBACK
Staff Writer
It may have taken the support of
hundreds of retur n ing Colby grads
to do it,but the offe nse is back with
a vengeance for Colby College football. Disappointing offensive showings in the past three games had led
to a 1-2 start, but a balanced attack
and a stringent defense sent
Amherst College packing after a
21-0 thrashing in front of an estimated homecoming crowd of 3,000
at SeavernsField Saturday.
Colb y fir st d rew Amherst blood
on an eleven play, fifty-nine yard
drive that culminated in a two yard
touchdown run by sophomore fullback sensation Brad Smith. Smith's
17carries for 82 yards rushing and
seven catchesfor 67 yardsreceiving
got his name on the ECAC New
England Division III Honor Roll for
the "week.
Late in the third quarte r, Colby-

the Week, Jon Granoff '94, Rich

scored again when quarterback
Matt Mannering '95 fired a fifteen
yard pass to ti ght end John Grady
^94. Colby the n converted for t wo
points with a pass to Smith, giving
Colby th e lead , 14-0.
Early in the fourth quarter Colby
completed a 99.9 yard scoring dr ive
that enteredtherecordbooks.Starting from about its own one inch
line, Colby drov e the length of th e
field in eight plays, the biggest of
which was a fifty-three yard run by
rookie tailback Lawaun Curry.
"In the last few weeks we have
been movingtheball but not finishing,"said Head CoachTom Austin.
"This week we definitel y impro ved
on the finishing part."
Colb y's defe n se finished off the
Lord Jeffs by keeping them to 186
total yardsand minus10yardsrushing for the day. The defensive onslaught , led by senior Co-Captain
Sean Devine, who was named
NESCAC Co-Defensive Player of

Wagenknecht '94, and Adam Cote
'95 stuffed the Amherstoffense.The
onslaught included two interceptio n s, one by Mark Jackson '95 and
one by Matt Martel '95. Devine
notched fifteen tackles and two
sacks while Cote had eleven tackles. Jim Zadrozny '95 registered
twelve tackles and 1.5 sacks.
"Whe n you t ake one part out of
their game, it gives us a tremendousad vantage,' said Austin."We
took their running game out of the
picture and that was it."
The Mules still need to add ress
their inability to put together backto-back wins. Earlier in the season
Austi n said that the team "expects
victor y and is sur prised when it
loses." Indeed , this attitude is presently imminent in the team and
should provide the missing link th at
is holding this team back from its
sixth consecutive CBB title and a
third straight winning season. ?

Men's soccer 's undefeated reco rd
tarni shed by the Amhers t Lord Jeffs
Echo photobyJennifer Atwood

Tara Estra '94 uses her head in last Saturday's 4-0 win over
Curry. -

Women's soccer snips Curr y
BY SARAH ROBINSON
Contributing Writer
- Colby's women's soccer team
lost it 's third game in a row to an

undefeated Plymouth State 4-0 last
Thursday, but broke its slump on
Saturday when the team shut out
Curry 4-0.
Plymouth State has consistently
made it to the NCAAs. They are
number one in New England, and
numberthreein the nation for Division III women's soccer this year.
They went into the game against
Colby with a record of 9-0-2.
Even with this impressive

Echo photoby Jennifer Memck

heft-wing Tuck Evans (M) pushes the ball downfield in last Saturday's 1-0 loss to Amherst.
"We playeda prettygoodmatch seed for the ECACs," said
BY W McBRIDB
with Amherst," said Coach Mark Serdjenian. "We're not staking our
StaffWriter
Serdjenian. 'The shots on goal and whole season on a trip to the
NCAAs."
Colby met Amherst Saturday in saves were similar, so we weren't
On Thursday,theMuleshanded
a duel that brought two of the last outplayed."
Thomas
College a 5-1 defeat in a
The Colby team is hardly in a
undefeated teams in NESCAC tophysical game. Thomas got called
gether. The Lord Jeffs of Amherst state of panicfollowing the loss,but for twoyellowcardsand a red card
prevailed 1-0 in game that could the blemish could prove costly when a Thomas defender basketwhen slots for the NCAA tournahave gone either way.
caught a Colby goal.
The loss to Amherst dropped ment are assigned.
"Thephysical play didn't really
The NCAAs aretough to make
the White Mules to 9-1 on the seahave an effect on our play/' said
son and propelledAmherstto 6-0- witha loss,but if I wedon't qualify), Serdjenian.Q
we're going to have a very high
i

BY BEN RUSSELL
Contributing Writer
The Colby field hockey team
crushed their lowlyopponent,Gordon, 3*0 in a one-sided affair on
Saturday.The Mules'strongdefensive unit of Tri-Captain Michelle
Satterlee'94,Ellie Peters ?7,Joanna
Slisz '96 and Elisabeth Dodds "97
dominated the flow of the gameby
holdingGordonto only sevenshots
for the game.
"Our defense was unstoppable
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2-0/ said Dori Desautel '96. "We

did n't play our game."

The White Mules also played
against Curry thas week. Curry
came to Mayflower Hill with an
unimpressive 1-10-1 record. The
Mulesbombarded them offensively
with a season high 40 shots on net.
Captain Brooke Porteous '94
said she thought that Colby was
successful in "not giving Curry any
respect," and jumping right in to
thegamebeforeCurry had a chance
to do any damage. ?

Field hockey stifles Gordon ,
loses to U. of South ern Mai ne

Woiii6ift'& tennis beats Bates 0*8 on new Wales cowttitf > - , , " P \
,
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record , some Colby s players were
still surprised by the outco
mep f the
- '"¦ ' ¦ ** ' ; '' ' " "'
game. '
"Last year,we only lost to the m

today. Gordon could neverget anything going becausethey couldn't
get the ball down to our end of the
field, said first-year forward
Stephanie Blackman. "Our goalie
(Rachel Simson'96,5 saves) didn't
have to do much today."
As impressive as the Mules'defense was on Saturday, the pitiful
play of the Gordon offense was
more to blame for the shutout than
Colby's halfbacksand midfielders.
"Gordon was not a strong team
by any means," said Coach Heidi
Salin. "This was definitely a game
we should have won...Gordon
should have fallen, and they did."
Colby's record now stands at a
respectable6-3.theteam's defense
doesmuch of the dirty Work, the
offensive productionoif junior forward Stephanie Bunker has been
equally devastating. On Saturday
she assisted on two of the three
goals, giving her a team-leading
eight points for the season.Q

Football looks
for back-to back wins
When the White Mule football
team travels to Hamilton College
on Saturday it will attempt a first:
to put two back-to-back wins together this season.
Colby began the season with a
loss to Williams, followed the next
weekbya victoryoverMiddlebury.
The ensuing loss to Wesleyan University!limited the win streak to
one game. But last weekend's 21-0
triumph over the Lord Jeffs of
AmherstCollege hasput the Mules
in positionto post a two game win
streak goinginto Saturday's game
against a winless Hamilton squad.
,Hamilton,
Despiteits04record
likemanyotherNewEngland Small
College Athletic Conference
(NESCAC) schoolsthis season, has
been involved in a number of nail-

biters. A 0-6 loss to Amherst came
only after Amherst recovered a
blocked punt in the Hamilton end
zone for the only score in the game.
Hamilton went into the last minutes of its game against Wesleyan
withanl8-71ead,butcollapsedlate
and surrendered a 22-18victory to
the Cardinals.
"Hamilton could easily be 2-2
right now," said coach Tom Austin. "They lost to Trinity and
Bowdoinbut could haveeasilybeat
Amherst and Wesleyan."
Hamilton'soffensesuffersfrom
the loss of many key players to
graduation. The loss of last year's
star runningback,EricGrey,known
as the "Grey Ghost,"hashampered
the Hamilton ground attack.
Makingup fortheContinental's
deficient offense is a tenacious defense. Austin could not pinpoint a
specific area wherethedefense was
the toughest,only saying that "they
just play hard and keep coming at
you." (Peter Duback)

I

;

;

Echop hotoby KatherineLau
Caroly n Reid 9
' 4 swings back for the shot during Colby's 3-0 trouncing of Gordon on
Saturday.

Field Hockey to face undefeated Plymouth St

The field hockey team's 3-0 annihilation of a terribleGordon team
on Saturday was a pleasant diversion from the competition they will
face today as they play Plymouth
State,ranked 6th nationally in Division III. At 12-0, Plymouth State
will serve up the Mules' toughest
competition of the year.
"This is going to be the toughest
group of players we have seen all
year/'said Head CoachHeidiSalin.
"But I don^tthink the pressure is on
us at all. We can go into their place
completely relaxedand focused on

what we have to do. Being undefeated,they have everybody's eyes
on them to see if theycan keep their
streak alive. They surely do not
want to let us be the team to give
them that first loss."
In the past Colby has not had to
face such an overpowering Plymouth Stateteam. In the last eleven
meetings between the two schools
Colby has triumphed threetimes,
dropped seven and tied once.
'-[Plymouth State has! never
been ti"5 strong in the past," said
Safin. "They have always had ex-

ceptional athletes, but they never
had the type of players that could
combine that athleticism with the
skills for the game."
The game will be the Mules'
second straight game on the road.
"We've gotten used to the idea of
having to play back-to-back road
gamesbecausethis is thethird time
this year we've had to do it," said
Salin. "The bus rides can be draining, but the girls have learned that
they need to be ready to play right
as they get off that bus. We'l l be
ready." (Ben Russell)

Men 's soccer Mules look to end of season

*»•
Rachel Kleinmanrips a backh and.

Echophotoby Kirsten Eckard

Women's Tennis prepares for
New Englands at Amhe rst
Colby's women 's tennis team
will end its fall schedulethis weekend at Amherst in the New England Division III Tournament.The
tennis team ended its regular season with a 4-4record and is coming
off a 6-3 victory against Bates last
weekend.
In the victory against Bates last
week, the top three singles players
all won their matches.
No. 1 singles player Rach el
Kleinman '96ended the season3-5
but is going in to the tournament
on; a strong note after last week's
;; ;• . ;' , '
victory ;

Kate LaVinge % no, 2 singles
player , and last year's Maine State
champion, had a fine seasonending wim a victory last weekend
bringing hor, record to 5-3 for the
,Erin
Colb/8no.6singlespla yer

Brenner '97, has the talent to place

high in her first New Englands. She
was instrumental in a 5-4 win
against Wheaton on Oct. 2. Brenner
savedthreematch points in thethird
set of a single's ma tch for a scor e of
4-6, 6-0, 7-5. She also won her
doubles match 7-5 in the third set to
cap the vict ory for Colby.
Brenner 'sdoubles partner,Ellen
Derr ick '% , may have to miss New
Eng lands with a sprained ankle.
Derr ick, the no. 5 singles player,
suffered the injury last weekend
against Bates. If Derrick cannot
play Sarah Ummel '97, will take
her place, Ummel is coming off a 62y 6-4 exhibition win last weekend
against Bates, If Derrick is unable
to play, Ummel jyill'p!feas the no,
6 singles player and .Erin Brenner
*9 f , will move..jap ' no^5 singles.
y
(Andrew Gr^n^rg);,\ y yy ,;. (' .

Echophoto by YuhgoYamagudu
Marc Small prepares for a shot during the Gordon game. He
will have to come up big against Bowdoin *

Bates will decide post-season
factor for women 's soccer
The women s soccer team
played the University of Southern Maine (2-11-1) on Tuesday
and will face Colby-Sawyer
¦ ,:(4-62) on Saturday,Oct. 23; *
Coach Carol Anne Beach said
she was more interested in the
strength of her own.team than
she was in that of the opposing
teams.: Her goal for the remain
*
ing few games is to get the team
to play as well as ¦site knows it
can;- -' '' ;-V 7 ' - ':. ¦. '." ' ' . •

"When we reclicking and we're
work ing t ogether , we're an outstanding team," said Beach.
Team members want to concentrate on beingtheir best at all times
for these last threegames.
After the Bates game on Saturday, Oct. 30, the team will know if
they will make it to the ECACs or
the NCAAs. >• .,; .
"We'retotally down to the wire
here/' said Kara Merchant '97.
(Sarah Robinson)

After suffering its first loss of
the season last Saturday against
Amherst,the men'ssoccer teamQO1) is looking to the end of the regular season.The Mules beatGordon
5-1on Tuesday and travel to ColbySawyeron Saturday in preparation
for the Oct. 27 matchup with
Bowdoin College.
Bowdoin has struggled to a 3-61 record and has yet to beat a
NESCAC team as of Oct. 19. The
Polar Bears have aj so been shut out
four times and have only scored a
total of 10 goals in their ten gamer,
lacking experience at key positions.
Bowdoin does have a talented
core of offensive players, such as
forwards Rich Maggiotto and Rick
Toothaker,and back Chris Daydon.
Co-CaptainsJustin Shuetz and John
Jacobs provide leadership to the
Polar Bear squad. (PJ McBride)
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Football defeats
Amherst.
Seethe
Week In Review
on pa ge 14.

One-on-one in Admissions:

Bevera ge discusses athletics
BY J AC COYNE
Asst. Sports Editor
From his brand new office in the Lunder House,
Dean of Admissions Parker
Beverage decides what
kind of student will make
up the Colby student body,
and his decisions effect the
direction of Colby athletics.
With only about 450 students entering Colby each
year, a large percentage of
students in each class must
be athletes to keep the 29
varsity sports at the highest level.Beverage'schoices
can have drastic implications on the fate of some
varsity sports since many
first-year student s often
contribute right away.
Beverage said that he Assistant Sports
must ensure that the
coaches support fall within the boundaries of
the school's reputation. The idea of sacrificing the College's academic integrity is unacceptable to Beverage.
"If you take students who may be impact
p layers, but just don't do well in school, it
won't take long for the whole operation to
float downward ," said Bevera ge. "So the
coaches have to work with us, and we with

ment to academics and hel p
students develop as contributing citizens of this world
outside oftheintellectualdevelopment /' said Beverage
If a student is active outside of the classroom in high
school, Colby predicts that
they will be contributors at
the college level, according
to Bevera ge.
"We are looking for students to challen ge themselvesacademacall yand who
are going to be active outside of class," said Beverage.
"If students hayeexceptional
levels of accomplishments ^
music, art , leadershi p or athletics, it is a feather in their
cap."
Contrary to common beliefs, Bevera ge said athletes
Echophotoby Yuhgo Yantaguchi are not given preferential
treatment in the admissions
Editor Jac Coyne interviews Parker Beverage.
pro cess over an individual
them, to make some intelli gent decisions who is a superb student. Rarely is an athlete
along the way, but all the time move up- with a mediocre academic record ^accepted
over an academically overqualifled student ,
wards. "
according
to Beverage.
Beverage said he examines prospective
"We are willing to take a look at the
students ' credentials with academic records
athletic
accomplishments , and it may in some
in mind , while athletics and other
extracurriculars add to the file of a prospe c- cases it may cause us to admit somebody
whose academic record is the same, or a little
tive student.
"I think that [athletics] provide a supple- seeADMISSIONS on p a g e13

Ultima te
frisbee ends
"freeze " on
club sports
BY GERALD COAKLEY
StafTWriter

Colby 's ultimate frisbee teamhas cut
through red tape and will soon be awarded
club status. They will become the newest
member of Colby's club sports since the fall
of 1990. The team found the petitioning process required to be recognized as a legitimate
club to be very confusing.
The Coll ege put a freeze on fund ing new
club t eams in 1990 because of f iscal matt ers,
thus preven ting ultimate frisbee from becoming an official club team.
"Whenlcame hereinl990 ,ult imate frisbee
became an ent it y on t he campus ," said Studen t Activities Director Tullio Nieman.
"However, at the same time a freeze was
placed on creating any new club sports because it was becoming too expensive for the
Athletic Department. "
According to Gerry McDowell , who is in
charge of club and intramural sports , the
freeze was made to keep the athletic department from over-extending its financial allocations to too many new teams.
"The freezewas put on in order to keep
the other programs successfully going," said
McDowell.
Although tho ultimate frisb eeteam did

Ultimate frisbeewill soar into the realm of club sports.

Echofilephoto

no t become a club in 1990, the Athletic De- team has been lacking organization. Club
par tment was hel pful in gett ing t he t eam st at us will now give us more reason to play
started at Colby.

"We did wha t ever we could to suppor t
t hem," said McDowell. 'The student partici-

pa tion was good, so we helped with equipment and transportation expenses."
Once a club spor t has funding from the
Athlet ic Depart ment, Student Activities then
accep t s t he club 's constitution. Every club
must draw up a constitution which states the
club 's guidelines and rules.
"Club status would ensure us a more
permanen t place in Colby Athletics / said
Captain J ason Hearst *94. 'Tradi t ionally t he

and will help us achieve team goals,"
Clubs tatus will also hel p t he teamachcive
financial goals. Its bud get will be on a needbased allowance unlike many of Colby's club
sports who are allocated a certain stipend
every year.
Ultimate Frisbee is a fast-paced combinat ion of foot ball, soccer, and basketball. Seven
peopleare on a team. Theobject of the game
is to score points by crossing the end zone.
Players must throw the frisbee within ten
secondsof receivin git. Ultimate Frisbeedoes

see FRISBEE on p a g e13

Volleyball to
christen
Fieldhouse
BY RYAN MAYHUGH
StaffWriter

When the opening whistle blows at this
Saturday 's women's volleyball match against
U.N.H. at 10 a.m., its sound will bounce off
dusty cinder blocks and exposed steel sup
port s. But the Mules won't be focusing on the
uncom pleted construction , they will be too
busy focusing on playing their first home
game ever on May flower Hill as a varsity
sport . The game will also christen the
fieldhouse with the first varsit y game in the
building since its reconstr uction.
"We 've been antici pating this game for a
while," said J ulie Lynch '97. "For the seniors,
this will be the only game they play at home
all year, and hopefully there will be a big
crowd to seeus play. "
It seems somewhat symbolic that the volleyball team is the first to test out the
fieldhouse 's new floor. The Mules will brin g
toaclose possiblythe mpstdem anding Colby
road tri p, one which lasted for almost two
years. Last year while the fieldhouse was in
burnt limbo, the Mules' home court was still
not on the Colbycampus. The team has traveled into Waterville to the Gilman Street
School for games and practices up until this
week.
'*The girls have ad justed extremel ywell,"
said Head Coach Sheila Cain. "It has been
very frustrating, but the team has not let the
situation bother them. "
By defeating St, Joseph's last Thursday in
thr ee strai ght games, Colby improved it's
record to a misleading count of 11-13. Compared to the 24-7 effort from a year ago, the
Mules havebeen challengin g themselvesthis
season with an exceptionally tough schedule, and will continue this trend when they
take on U.N.H., which fields a Division I club
t eam.
"They are a big, strong team," says Cain.
"Our d efense will be a key to the game. When
our defense plays w ell, it allows our offense
to utilize all of its tools."
U.N.H. will face a battered Colb y squad ,
as injur ies still plague the Mules in key areas
of their attack. Setters Lindsay Bennigson 95
and Colleen Brennan '94 both missed the St.
J oseph's contest with injuries. Bennigson will
most likely miss the U.N.H. game, while
Brennan will be back in the lineu p setting ,
but will not be able to hit.
Thegam e against U.N.H. will act as a tune
up for the team, as they will go on to compete
in NESCACs next weekend at Amherst. By
see VOLLEYBALL on p a g e13
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